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BRIEF

In a smartphone driven world we are 
bombarded and distracted by constant 
notifications. The Hanger could be 
(or an example of) an antidote to that

The connected coat hanger is a concept 
that demonstrates a contextual, one 
pixel interface. It aims to be simplicity itself.

Putting the concept on crowd funding 
of a hanger that glows when it rains.



The desired target demographics for the 
campaign is for travelers, o�ce goers, millenials
anyone who wants to step outside their house.

TARGET AUDIENCE



RESEARCH

Glows when it’s going to rain

Reminder of weather 
in a non-conventional way

Caring and simple E�ective without any hassle

Pixel interface Antidote to smartphone use



MANIFESTO

“

“

Hang onto us till we hustle through times together. For 
you to go see the world when the necks aren’t high and 
eyes are set to see the sky. The cape should be yours. 
Let them out from your closet and maybe steal floors.
Any second from now, you will be up and away. Break 
the chain and cross these puddles. And once they hit 
you hard, let your eyes tell them a story about a cape 
that wouldn’t let you down.



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Simple

Glows in rain

Pixel Interface

Multi-Purpose

Caring and easy

Friendly

Traditional

Antidote

Only for rainsMobility

Less Dependency phone

Detox

Away from conventional

Hanger

Focus on surrounding

Protective

Awareness

Getaway from phone

Care

No addiction

Responsible

Friendly

Detox



INSIGHT

PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS
LOOKING DOWN 

Jumping from one notification to other, In public or right after 
waking up, addiction to social media and validation has worked 
its charm and made a place in our lives. In this routine, rising 
need of taking care of yourself is a must. We tend to forget and 
not care about things by being engrossed in our smartphones.



ENDLINE

“ BREAK FREE ”
“ BOX OUT”

“ LOOK UP ”

It’s a monotonous routine of having your eyes glued and neck 
bent to something which connects us with the world. This is to 
getaway from the routine, To show some care towards yourself. 
Breaking the chain of notifications.



IDEATION PROCESS

Our eyes meet to an ongoing plan for a party or to meet. Often 
landing us to be consumed in making the plan to be outside of 
the house, forgetting how is it out there. Even though a simple 
app can do the work, human tendency to ignore and be 
consumed in what you are doing.

HangOut breaks your routine of looking down. A gentle 
reminder of what’s waiting out there. Weather that you can now 
face without getting ruined for the outside world. Preparing you 
for the best in the most simple manner.

“ Up and Away ”

Couples

Bank

Locker

Parties

Dress

Rainbow

School trip

Heater Window

Teachers

Shower

Cleaning

College

Papers

Illness

Snow



STRATEGY

UP AND AWAY

A simple motive of being ready to face anything in the world. 
Even rains. 

This campaign aims at letting people see the world out there, 
the antidote for the monotonous life.

1.  Branding - Name | Logo
2. Video Ad
3. Up and Away Van
4. Giphy - Instagram Story
5. Handles and Bars 
6. Twitter Engagement



BRANDING | NAME
Hangout : Depiction of a landscape, similar shapes as that of a 
hanger, showcasing the synergy of the word HangOut Itself.



VIDEO AD
Showcasing a party-planning or a plan for outing.  The routine 
that follows our decision making and ending up looking up 
eventually, where you are away from your phone for a while.

Video Ad Spot - 45 Sec
Commentary Format 

V.O 
Commentator 1

It’s a lazy morning and john has been invited to a party. 

V.O
Commentator 2

Is he going to say yes before he brushes?
John seems set to the screen!

V.O 
Commentator 1

A Very nail biting scenario as he scrolls down. 
What is it going to be? 

V.O 
Commentator 2

Oh my God! sweat is down on the �oor. 

V.O
Commentator 1

Yes it is as we enter into the End game. The wardrobe is wide open. I 
cannot believe this Richard, The wardrob is open. What is it going to be? Is 

he going to look up? Will he?

V.O
Commentator 2

This is unbelievable! What a victory it has been . The crowd has gone 
bizarre and John has managed to glow like his hangout.

V.O
Commentator 1

What a grand exit by John in his coat, standing apart from the crowd like 
the winner in this rain!

V.O Commentator 2
Hangout has come to his rescue like no one else! And with that

we bid a goodbye until we hangout next!

V.O
Hangout

Up and Away



UP AND AWAY VAN - 
EXPERENTIAL
Rent and Borrow Vans providing coat for people who forgot 
theirs and are in need, supporting the poor by installing near 
public areas.



TRAIN HANDLES -
EXPERENTIAL
For daily travelers, a gentle reminder and positioning of the 
logo. A reference to the name of the brand and usage of 
hanging altogether. 



INSTAGRAM STORY - GIFS
Integration with Giphy, Selfies with their coats and geo tagging
HangOut with their tagline to depict a state of stepping outside 
in the rain.



UP AND AWAY MOMENTS -
TWITTER
Special moments are supposed to be captured and shared. 
Some may make to be a wonderful memory and HangOut 
wants you to never miss out on any.


